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class hierarchy design
in C# I have a class
hierarchy in which the
subclass has to
inherit from the base
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class, with all the
necessary functions
and properties being
overridden in the
subclasses. Since it's
a WCF application, I
would like to use
DataContracts in the
classes, that's why I
would like to keep the
base class empty.
Let's say I have this
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base class: public
abstract class
MyBaseClass { public
bool MyProperty { get;
set; } } Now let's say
I have these two
subclasses: public
class MySubClass1 :
MyBaseClass { public
override bool
MyProperty { get {
return true; } } }
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public class
MySubClass2 :
MyBaseClass { public
override bool
MyProperty { get {
return false; } } }
When I call the
method: MyBaseClass
baseClass = new
MySubClass1(); bool
result =
baseClass.MyProperty;
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Result is true, and
it's good, but I'm
facing a memory issue
because of virtual
calls (the base class
stores the reference
to the instance). I
want to do something
like that: public
class MyBaseClass {
public bool MyProperty
{ get; set; } } public
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class MySubClass1 :
MyBaseClass { public
override bool
MyProperty { get; set;
} } public class
MySubClass2 :
MyBaseClass { public
override bool
MyProperty { get; set;
} } That's why I could
avoid the virtual call
(no memory overhead),
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but I would have to
store two instances of
MyBaseClass instead of
just one. Is there any
solution for this
problem? A: You can
use Interfaces and WCF
Data Contracts to
achieve what you want:
Create an Interface
and Derive the Class
with that Interface.
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public interface
IMyInterface { bool
MyProperty { get
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The Holy Untouchable
Rama, Lord Ram, and
the revered Lakshmana
are the main
characters in the epic
Ramayana. Rama, a holy
Sanskrit author of a
Thai poem called
Ayurvedic Rasa. Rasa
is an epic poem about
the life of Rama,
written in classical
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Sanskrit.. Ramayana is
the story of Rama, an
incarnation of Vishnu,
the Hindu god of . a
lack of specific
diagnoses, but rather
diseases that can be
recognized by the GP
\[[@CR3], [@CR6],
[@CR7]\]. Some GPs
have mentioned feeling
time pressure to
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provide a diagnosis
and possibly to act as
a medical gatekeeper.
These experiences
indicate that one
important task of the
GP is to avoid
misdiagnoses. The
feeling of time
pressure and the need
for clear and
unambiguous diagnoses
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to act as a medical
gatekeeper can lead to
a postponement of the
diagnosis for several
reasons. First, GPs
with a strong focus on
the preventive aspects
of primary care might
have only a limited
knowledge about
alternative treatments
and how to deal with
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it in case of
insufficient treatment
results \[[@CR34],
[@CR35]\]. Second,
patients with complex
problems may not come
to their GPs until
they have already
experienced symptoms
for a certain time,
thereby delaying the
final referral for
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inpatient care
\[[@CR36]\]. A delay
in the treatment is
known to be a risk
factor for the
development of
delirium \[[@CR37]\].
In our study, GPs
mentioned that they
had to refer patients
for an inpatient
investigation to
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obtain a final
diagnosis. Although
the GP is often the
person who finally
makes the diagnosis of
delirium, these
previous studies also
indicate that many GPs
have limited knowledge
about delirium and the
care of patients with
it \[[@CR3], [@CR6],
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[@CR7]\]. GPs in our
study referred
patients for an
inpatient
investigation when
they were uncertain
about the diagnosis or
felt that patients
could no longer be
managed in the
community. Third, some
GPs have limited
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knowledge of the
expected outcomes of
available treatments
for delirium \[[@CR3],
[@CR7]\]. It is
noteworthy that our
results indicate that
there is no consensus
among the GPs about
how to deal with
patients with
delirium. In the study
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by Van den Bulck et
al. in 2012
\[[@CR7]\], GPs
referred 2d92ce491b
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